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type tends to remit in later childhood at about the time of
puberty.
A recent paper from Lerman and Kivity in Israel6 serves

as a reminder ofthe benign character of another fairly common
form of fit "characterized by brief hemifacial motor seizures,
preceded by a somatosensory aura and sometimes promulgating
to a generalized convulsion, especially in the most common
nocturnal form. The typical electroencephalographic correlate
is a midtemporal or a Rolandic (centrotemporal) spike focus,
or both, that may be unilateral, bilateral, or shifting from side
to side. The discharges are often activated by sleep. These
seizures usually appear in the first decade of life and disappear
in the second, and, as a rule, they occur in otherwise healthy
children who show no evidence of cerebral lesions."

Unfortunately, it is not clear from this clinical and E.E.G.
study to what extent the authors may have been biased in their
selection of cases by some knowledge of the prognosis, and one
may also question the specificity of the E.E.G. abnormalities,
though they have been emphasized by others.7 8 Nor is it
possible from the Israeli report to judge the frequency of this
condition in comparison with other epileptic conditions in the
childhood population or in first degree relatives-both
essential items of epidemiological and genetic information.
Nevertheless, the authors do establish a case for considering
this a benign and probably not uncommon disorder which they
call "',enign focal epilepsy of childhood." Some of the patients
were treated with prophylactic medication after a single fit,
presumnibly because their physicians were worried by the
E.E.G. findings, but Lerman and Kivity agree that a single
fit is not sufficient indication for regular prophylaxis. For the
rest, response to medication, particularly phenytoin, was said
to be good, but in the absence of control studies it is difficult
to know if remission occurred because of or in spite of anti-
convulsants. A few children continued to have fits, particularly
in sleep, despite drugs, but evidently they were none the
worse and also remitted in time.

Perhaps the most important lesson for the paediatrician is to
recognize that this essentially benign disorder exists, often
with a family history,9 and that it appears to be a self-limiting
condition. If it is not easily and simply controlled the tempta-
tion to give complex combinations of depressing drugs should
be resisted. Without further evidence, it is perhaps invidious to
suggest that improvement on drugs might represent in part a
placebo response. As always, for the patients it is probably
just as important to have a caring, committed doctor.
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No Case for Change
The case against private practice is straighforward enough. So
long as the resources available for health care are limited-as
they certainly are at present-and medical and surgical skills
are in short supply, the inevitable rationing, it is argued,

should be done on the basis of need rather than the ability to
pay. Such an approach is possible in an ideal world, or in a
totalitarian state where private medicine may be abolished by
decree. Here in Britain a blanket ban on private practice would
be seen as an unacceptable infringement of individual liberty,
so that all Mrs. Castle's Consultative Document suggests is the
separation of private practice from N.H.S. hospitals. What the
dogmatists of the left do not accept is that this compromise
will achieve very little and may indeed cause a great deal of
damage to the Health Service.
The document itself (printed in full at p. 497) is remarkable

in advancing no argument whatsoever for the proposals it
contains: it simply reiterates that the separation of private
practice from the hospital service is Labour Party policy. The
separation proprosed will not stop the rich from buying time,
attention, and privacy; and, indeed, by encouraging the growth
of private clinics and hospitals the move might lead to an
expansion of private practice rather than its decline. To
counteract any such trend a licensing system is proposed-
said to be designed "to ensure that the development of the
private sector does not operate to the detriment of the N.H.S.
... by absorbing, either nationally or more locally, any undue
proportion of scarce skills achieved by training at public
expense." In fact the prime purpose of the licensing arrange-
ments will be to hold the number of private beds at their
present level. Such a system could be operated reasonably, but
with the current trend for appeasement of noisy pressure
groups a dog-in-a-manger attitude seems more likely. In these
circumstances no one should be surprised that plans are being
examined for clinics in the Republic of Ireland and the
Channel Islands. The document suggests that blood trans-
fusion and other donor services would continue to be available
to the private sector, and that expensive apparatus (such as
radiotherapy units) might be shared on a contract basis. Again
such proposals have to be seen in the current political climate,
in which obstruction and abuse are all too common. The long-
term aim seems to be to force doctors to choose either to work
full time for the N.H.S. or not at all. Such a retrograde step
would destroy all the effort made in the last 30 years to abolish
a double standard ofmedical care, and medicine would become
as much of a political football as has education.

For the whole controversy is politically inspired. Since its
inception a few N.H.S. consultants have abused their privi-
leges, but abuses in the context of private practice are no more
frequent or more culpable than the prolonged absences from
their units of a few academics, or the laziness or incompetence
or ill-manners of the small minority of bad characters which
exist in any profession. There is no evidence that the co-
existence of private practice and the N.H.S. necessarily leads
to abuses; and indeed there are strong arguments for the
practical advantages of the current system. Providing private
facilities within the hospital reduces consultants' travelling
time-making them more readily available for emergencies-
and prevents wasteful duplication of laboratory facilities and
staff. Since the start of the N.H.S. every independent assess-
men1 2 of the issue has concluded that the balance of advant-
age lies in preserving the current arrangements. Mrs. Castle's
proposals will cost the country £30-50 million; she surely has
an obligation to make a better case for change than the un-
supported dogma presented in her document.
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